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Abstract—Two approaches for integrating encryption with
multimedia compression systems are studied in this research, i.e.,
selective encryption and modified entropy coders with multiple
statistical models. First, we examine the limitations of selective
encryption using cryptanalysis, and provide examples that use
selective encryption successfully. Two rules to determine whether
selective encryption is suitable for a compression system are
concluded. Next, we propose another approach that turns entropy coders into encryption ciphers using multiple statistical
models. Two specific encryption schemes are obtained by applying
this approach to the Huffman coder and the QM coder. It is
shown that security is achieved without sacrificing the compression performance and the computational speed. This modified
entropy coding methodology can be applied to most modern
compressed audio/video such as MPEG audio, MPEG video, and
JPEG/JPEG2000 images.
Index Terms—Confidentiality, CELP, entropy coder, G.723.1
speech coding, Huffman coding, multimedia encryption, selective
encryption, signal scrambling, QM coder.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE RAPID growth of multimedia processing technologies and the wide availability of network access enable
many powerful and creative new applications. Digital audiovisual contents can be created, edited, distributed, shared and
stored with convenience at a low cost that has never been experienced before. Since the emerging wired and wireless IP
networks are open networks, they are vulnerable to eavesdropping. Consequently, confidentiality is especially important for
secure media distributions over IP networks. Internet telephony,
Internet conferencing, Internet security monitoring and multimedia databases are a few examples of promising audiovisual
data applications that require confidentiality. The development
of fast and effective multimedia encryption technologies is crucial for IP-based multimedia applications to reach their full potential.
Conventional cryptographic schemes have been mainly developed for protecting alphanumeric data. Although encrypting
the whole audiovisual data stream [1]–[3] with cryptographic
ciphers is one way to achieve multimedia security, the large size
of audiovisual data requires a considerable amount of computational power with this approach. Roughly speaking, audiovisual
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data usually contains a much lower information density than text
data so that enciphering schemes with a significantly lower computational cost are feasible and desired. Moreover, the encryption/decryption speed is often critical to multimedia contents because real-time processing is required in some applications.
Some may argue that today’s desktop computers are fast
enough to perform both multimedia compression and total
encryption together in real-time, which means that the total
encryption method is good enough for desktop multimedia
applications. While this may be true, there are emerging applications in mobile computing and server-end computing. The
computing speed of handheld devices may not be fast enough
for total encryption. For server-end computing, a server has to
handle hundreds of processes at the same time. The reduction
in the computational cost of each process would allow more
processes to be executed in parallel. In fact, there are special
servers [4] designed to handle encryption and decryption so
that the main server could be freed from these computationally
extensive operations. We may eliminate the need of a dedicated
encryption server using a low complexity audiovisual encryption system.
Prior to the last decade, traditional solutions to audiovisual
signal confidentiality were based on scrambling techniques,
which consist of relatively simple permutation and/or affine
transformation operations in the time or the frequency domain.
As the computing power increases quickly these days, low cost
scrambling algorithms become vulnerable to attacks. More
recently, the focus of multimedia security research shifted to
integrating encryption with multimedia compression systems.
The most popular method is selective encryption, where a
portion of the coefficients from either the final results or intermediate steps of a compression system are enciphered with a
cryptographic cipher. However, selective encryption is limited
in its range of applications (see discussion in Section III). In
the first half of this work, we examine limitations of selective
encryption based on cryptanalysis and present two rules to
determine whether this approach is suitable for a coded signal.
In the second half of this paper, we propose a novel multimedia encryption methodology that turns the entropy coder into
a cipher using multiple statistical models alternately in a secret
order. The encryption cipher and the entropy coder do bear some
resemblance. Both of them turn the original data into redundancy-free bit streams, which cannot be decoded without certain side information. For ciphers, this information is the cipher
key. For entropy coders, this information is the statistical model.
It is interesting to explore the feasibility of hiding the statistical
model information to completely prevent decoding of the compressed bit stream. Simple entropy codecs such as the Huffman
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and the QM coders are very popular in modern multimedia compression standards due to their low computational cost, yet they
do not offer a model space that is large enough for security. In
order to increase the model space while maintaining the low
computational cost, we keep their basic structures unchanged
but enlarge the statistical models used for symbol coding.
It should be noted that the encryption algorithms proposed
in this paper aim at achieving confidentiality, not inhibiting
unauthorized content duplication. The requirements of these
two applications are different. Systems for inhibiting unauthorized content duplication attempt to prevent unauthorized
users and devices from getting multimedia data with usable
quality [5]. Such a system could be considered successful if the
attacker without the correct key could only get highly degraded
contents. Most selective encryption algorithms in the literature
are adequate for this purpose. Encryption for confidentiality, on
the other hand, must prevent attackers without the correct key
from obtaining any intelligible data. Such a system fails if the
hacker, after a lot of work, could make out a few words in the
encrypted speech or a vague partial image from the encrypted
video.
This paper is organized as follows. Traditional solutions to
multimedia data confidentiality are reviewed in Section II. The
limitations of selective encryption are examined and rules to
determine whether this approach is suitable for a coded signal
are proposed in Section III. The methodology of encryption via
modifying entropy coding is discussed in Section IV. Two examples are given. One is based on multiple coding tables for the
Huffman coder while the other uses multiple state indices for
the QM coder. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section V.

II. TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS TO MULTIMEDIA
DATA CONFIDENTIALITY
Most previous work in multimedia data confidentiality has
been target at the speech signal. Early work [6] on signal
scrambling used analog devices to permute the signal in the
time domain or distort the signal in the frequency domain
by using filter banks or frequency inverters. These schemes
have high residual intelligibility [7], and are relatively easy to
crack using modern computers [8]. As digital signal processing
became popular, the focus shifted to scrambling in the domain
of orthogonal transforms, such as DFT [8], [9], DCT [7],
[10], the wavelet transform [11] and the Hadamard transform
[12]. These new transform domain scrambling techniques have
much lower residual intelligibility than old ones. However,
they are still much more vulnerable to cryptanalysis than
encryption. Since scrambling techniques usually involve only
permutations and/or affine transformations, they are very weak
to known-plaintext [7] and chosen-plaintext attacks. Some
successful ciphertext-only attacks have also been reported [7],
[13].
Furthermore, scrambling of the raw signal degrades the performance of multimedia compression systems, which have been
designed based on the characteristics of unscrambled signals.
While this problem could be alleviated by carefully designing

Fig. 1.
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Diagram of the selective encryption scheme.

the scrambling technique [9], [14], [15], deterioration in compression efficiency is inevitable. Since almost all multimedia
data is compressed before transmission today, confidentiality
schemes that are completely compatible with multimedia compression are more favorable.
III. SELECTIVE ENCRYPTION INTEGRATED WITH MULTIMEDIA
COMPRESSION STANDARDS
Most previous work on integrating encryption with multimedia compression standards to reduce the overall computation cost is focused on image/video data using some form of
selective encryption. Although selective encryption is conceptually straightforward, many media types and compression systems are not suitable for this method. In this section, we will
first review cryptanalysis of selective encryption algorithms in
the literature, and present our cryptanalysis for the JPEG/MPEG
sign-bit encryption scheme. Then, a rule-of-thumb for avoiding
selective encryption is provided.
As shown in Fig. 1, the basic concept of selective encryption
is to select the most important coefficients from either final results or intermediate steps of a compression system, and then
encrypt them with conventional cryptographic ciphers such as
AES or IDEA. The coefficients not selected are sent to the transmission channel (or storage media) with no encryption at all or
only with light-weight scrambling. Since selected coefficients
are protected by cryptographic ciphers, it is practically impossible for attackers to recover any information from these coefficients. If no intelligible information could be reconstructed from
the remaining (nonselected) coefficients, the security level of the
system is comparable to that of encrypting all coefficients. To be
effective, the selected portion must be significantly smaller than
the whole data stream.
A. Cryptanalysis for JPEG/MPEG Selective Encryption
Schemes
Most existing selective encryption schemes aim at either
JPEG or MPEG, and can be naturally extended to the other because both of them are based on the 8 8 block DCT followed
by scalar quantization, run-length coding and Huffman coding.
Early work in the field proposed to encrypt all I-frames in the
MPEG video stream [16], [17]. It is argued that B frames and P
frames cannot be reconstructed without I frames. However, Agi
and Gong [18] showed that significant portions of the video are
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Fig. 3. Effect of encrypting the most significant bits of every DCT coefficient
under four cases: (a) the sign bit is encrypted; (b) two most significant bits
are encrypted; (c) three most significant bits are encrypted; and (d) four most
significant bits are encrypted.

Fig. 2. Effect of encrypting different numbers of DCT coefficients, where the
“X” mark indicates that the coefficient is encrypted and image restoration is
done by setting encrypted coefficients to their mean value and performing image
enhancement techniques such as equalization and thresholding manually. For
hackers who are proficient with image processing tools, the image enhancement
steps take around half an hour for each image.

still visible under this scheme due to the unencrypted I-macroblocks in the B and P frames. These I-macroblocks are fully
decodable without any information from the I-frames. Thus,
they proposed to encrypt all I-frames and all I-macroblocks
in B and P frames. The main problem with this approach is
that I-frames alone already occupy about 30%–60% [18] or
more [19] of the MPEG video stream. If the I-macroblocks are
added, the percentage is even higher. Consequently, the cost of
selectively encrypting all I-frames and I-macroblocks is close
to that of total encryption. Moreover, identifying I-macroblocks
in the MPEG stream introduces some computational overhead
[19], which further decreases the gain of selective encryption.
Since both I-frames and I-macroblocks are entirely composed
of DCT coefficients, researchers attempted to encrypt only some
of DCT coefficients so that the computational speed could be
further increased. It is a well-known fact that, in the DCT domain, most of the image energy is concentrated in the dc coefficient. In most images, the dc coefficient alone contains more
energy than all ac coefficients combined. Based on this knowledge, Tang [20] proposed a system that encrypts dc coefficients
with DES and scrambles ac coefficients with block-based permutation. However, the energy concentration is often unrelated
to the degree of intelligibility. Fig. 2(a) shows a Lena image reconstructed after discarding all information of dc coefficients
(i.e., all dc coefficients are set to 128). One can see that the semantic content of the image is almost unaffected. Therefore,
the security level of Tang’s system is reduced to that of the
block-based permutation, which is vulnerable to known-plaintext [21] and chosen-plaintext attack. Since different ac coefficients possess different statistical characteristics, it was shown
in [22] that low-resolution images could be reconstructed even
using ciphertext alone.
Since encrypting only dc coefficients is not enough to destroy
intelligibility, we further examine whether it would be helpful
if a few low-frequency ac coefficients are also encrypted. Unfortunately, we see in Fig. 2(b) that encrypting nine ac coefficients has very little effect in destroying image edges, and even
discarding more than half of the ac coefficients cannot fully destroy the image content.

If selectively encrypting some DCT coefficients does not
work, how about encrypting some part of every DCT coefficient? Shi and Bhargava proposed to encrypt the sign bit of
every DCT coefficient in JPEG [23] and every motion vector
in MPEG [24]. Although their experiments show that the
image/video would be totally unrecognizable after sign bits
are randomly altered, we are able to recover useful image
contents by assigning all dc coefficients to 128 and all ac
coefficients to positive. As shown in Fig. 3(a), most details of
the Lena image are restored. The visual quality of recovered
images in this figure is enhanced by using some basic image
processing techniques such as sharpening, contrast adjusting
and thresholding. For hackers who are proficient with image
processing tools, performing image enhancement manually
may take around half an hour for each image. It should be noted
that a very vague Lena contour is recognizable even before the
image enhancement task.
Since the sign bit could be viewed as the most significant bit
of a coefficient, we experimented with further encrypting the
second, third, and fourth significant bits of every DCT coefficient. Fig. 3(b)–(d) shows that the image reconstructed without
the four most significant bits still reveals some information
about the original image. Therefore, selectively encrypting the
most significant bits of every DCT coefficient is not an effective
way for image/video encryption.
Another problem with algorithms discussed above is that they
decrease compression efficiency as a result of encrypting DCT
coefficients before run-length and Huffman coding. Qiao and
Nahrstedt [19] proposed an MPEG video encryption system,
which performs encryption after the Huffman coding stage so
that compression ratio is unaffected. It is based on encrypting
every other bit (one bit in every two bits) in the MPEG bit stream
with DES, and they provided convincing reasoning for the security of this scheme. However, since one half of the bitstream has
to be encrypted, the computation needed is at least 50% of total
encryption, not including the overhead introduced by the selection process. This method is only useful in applications where
just a little speed improvement over total encryption would suffice. In order to achieve multifold speed-up, we may extend the
.
concept and encrypt only one bit in every bits, where
However, since this selection process ignores the issue of which
bits are more important to intelligibility, it may not be a good
selection policy and its security is questionable.
B. Examples of Effective Selective Encryption Schemes
Although selective encryption schemes for JPEG/MPEG
have not been very successful in achieving confidentiality, we
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Fig. 4. (a) Subbands of the wavelet transform of Lena image and (b) a tree of
wavelet coefficients.

Fig. 5.

Block diagram of the CELP speech decoder.

do see some examples of effective selective encryption for
other compression systems.
One such example is partial encryption for zerotree wavelet
image compression proposed by Cheng and Li [25]. As shown
in Fig. 4(b), the wavelet transform for image creates a hierarchy
of coefficients bands. Zerotree compression algorithms separate wavelet coefficients into significant and insignificant coefficients. The significance of a coefficient determines whether
all coefficients further down the hierarchy tree will be coded.
Cheng and Li proposed to encrypt the significance information
related to the two highest pyramid levels. Hiding this information disrupts the determination of the tree structures, which is
crucial to the decoding process. Therefore, although all subbands contain useful visual information as shown in Fig. 4(a),
it is extremely difficult to decode any of them without the encrypted coefficients.
Another example is selective encryption for the CELP speech
coder. The family of CELP speech codecs include popular standards such as ITU-T G.723.1, ITU-T G.729, GSM AMR, and
MPEG-4 CELP. The CELP speech codec is model-based. That
is, its coding principle is based on the analysis-by-synthesis
method. The encoder incorporates a complete decoder unit,
which synthesizes a segment of the output signal according to
given input coefficients. The encoder systematically changes
the coefficients until the difference between the original input
signal and the synthesized output is within an acceptable
range. The block diagram of the decoder is shown in Fig. 5.
The speech is synthesized using a model of the human voice
generation mechanism as shown in Fig. 6. The LSP decoder
controls a linear filter, which models the changing shape of
the human vocal tract. The pitch decoder models the periodic
component of the excitation with the vibration frequency of
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Fig. 6. Model of human voice generation mechanism, where the excitation
signal generated by the vocal cord is modeled by the pitch and excitation decoder
and the filtering effect of the vocal tract is modeled by the LSP decoder with a
linear filter.

the vocal cord, and the excitation decoder approximates the
nonperiodic component of the excitation signal.
We proposed a selective encryption algorithm for G.723.1
in [26]. Our analysis and experimental results indicated that
the speech model in the decoder cannot function properly
without several key coefficients in the G.723.1 bitstream,
such as LSP codebook indices, the lag of pitch (pitch period)
predictors, pitch gain vectors, and fixed codebook gains. We
chose to encrypt the most significant bits of these coefficients,
which consist of one-fifth to one-fourth of the whole bitstream.
Servetti and Martin [27], [28] proposed a selective encryption
system for G.729 by also selecting these four coefficients
for encryption. They conducted formal listening tests, which
showed that the reconstructed speech is completely intelligible.
C. Rules for Avoiding Selective Encryption
Based on the above arguments, we conclude that selective encryption is not compatible with multimedia compression systems possessing the following characteristics.
1) Based on an orthogonal transform followed by scalar
quantization
Although the signal energy is usually concentrated to a
few coefficients after orthogonal transforms, such is often
not the case for intelligibility. We have observed that
intelligibility tends to be scattered among all frequency
components. This property was clearly explained earlier
in encrypting DCT coefficients of JPEG/MPEG compression. We have also observed similar results in MPEG
audio compression. In contrast, the wavelet transform is
followed by iterative thresholding and sorting to create
zerotrees in the zerotree wavelet image compression
scheme. Thus, hiding certain compression coefficients
could inhibit the reconstruction of zerotrees and prevent
any subband from being decoded.
2) Containing entropy coding at the last stage
When selective encryption is performed before the entropy coding stage, the compression performance of entropy coding is decreased. As a result, some researchers
concluded that “there is a contradiction between compression and (selective) encryption” [9]. Similar statements
can be found in [14], [20]. If selective encryption is performed after entropy coding, it is difficult to distinguish
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which bits are more important as far as intelligibility is
concerned.
Popular multimedia compression systems such as JPEG
image compression, MPEG video compression and MP3 audio
compression have both characteristics described above. They
are transform-based schemes followed by scalar quantization
and entropy coding. Thus, it is difficult to find an effective
selective encryption scheme for them. In the next section, we
present a new method for integrating encryption with these
media compression systems as an effective means to achieve
confidentiality.
IV. ENCRYPTION WITH MULTIPLE STATISTICAL
MODELS IN ENTROPY CODERS
A. Background and Motivation
Since the entropy coder at the last stage of a media compression system could prohibit the successful use of selective encryption, the feasibility of integrating encryption into entropy
coding is investigated in this section. We will first review previous work on integrating encryption with entropy coding, and
then propose a method for turning simple entropy coders into
encryption ciphers.
The encryption cipher and the entropy coder do bear some
resemblance in that both of them turn the original data into redundancy-free bit streams, which cannot be decoded without
certain information. For encryption, the information is the key;
for entropy coding, the information is the statistical model. It
is important to explore whether hiding this model could effectively prevent decoding of the compressed bit stream. Most previous work in this area has been focused on “adaptive arithmetic
coding using higher-order models” [29]–[33]. This compression
algorithm is the state-of-the-art system for text data compression. It was converted into a cipher by hiding the initial statistical model. This entropy coder is favored because its statistical
model changes constantly and the model space is enormous,
which prohibits brute-force exhaustive searching. Since there is
essentially no additional computation needed to achieve encryption, this scheme is faster than any other encryption system. It is
generally believed that this scheme is very secure against ciphertext-only and known-plaintext attacks. Successful chosen-plaintext attacks were discovered, e.g., as described in [29]–[32].
There seems to be no convincing remedies for these attacks yet
[32]. However, in applications where the chosen-plaintext attack
is not a threat, this scheme is very efficient in performing text
compression and encryption at the same time. The fact that an
adaptive arithmetic coder with higher-order models adjusts its
complicated statistical model after coding each symbol makes
it a very slow coder. Consequently, it is not suitable for compressing large-sized audiovisual data.
The Huffman coder and the QM coder are the two most popular entropy coders in multimedia compression systems, and
both have very simple statistical models. The statistical model
of the Huffman coder is often a fixed-size nonadaptive binary
tree. Gillman et al. [34] showed that decoding a Huffman coded
bitstream without any knowledge of the Huffman coding table
would be tremendously difficult. This implies that an encryption
system that uses the Huffman coding table as the key should be

immune to ciphertext-only attacks, given that the table is not
too small. However, it is obvious that this system is totally vulnerable to known-plaintext and chosen-plaintext attacks. Given
a piece of the original data and its Huffman coded data, an attacker could determine many entries of the Huffman table by
comparing the two data streams. When the length of the original
data is long enough, the whole Huffman table could be resolved.
Furthermore, in practical applications, the number of possible
Huffman coding tables is often limited, and thus the key space
is reduced. Shi and Bhargava [23] explored the possibility of encrypting MPEG video by hiding the Huffman coding table. To
avoid affecting the compression ratio, not every different version of the Huffman coding table could be used. Consequently,
even ciphertext-only attack by brute-force may be possible. It
was concluded in [23] that hiding the Huffman table is not an
ideal approach for MPEG video encryption.
The QM coder is an extremely simplified case of an adaptive
arithmetic coder with higher-order models. Its initial state con, and
) [35]. Hiding
sists of only 3 integer numbers (
these integers provides no security since it is easy to try all possible values of these integers.
In order to overcome the problem of a limited key/model
statisspace in a simple entropy coder, we propose to use
tical models instead of only one. The models are used alternately to encode the input symbol stream. When these models
are swapped in a fixed and known fashion, the size of the overall
model space only increases linearly with . However, if the
models alternate in a hidden order, the size of the key space
, where is the length of the hidden alterincreases with
nating sequence. The parameter should be kept small since it
is linearly related to the memory required to store these statistical models. Setting to 8 and to 128 generally produces a
large enough key space for security.
In the next two subsections, two encryption schemes are presented as examples to demonstrate how the multiple statistical
model methodology works. One example is encryption by using
multiple Huffman coding tables, and the other is encryption by
using multiple indices in the QM-coder estimation state machine.
B. Secure Huffman Coder With Multiple Coding Tables
Huffman coding with a predefined fixed Huffman table
is used in most modern multimedia compression systems,
including MPEG video, MPEG audio and JPEG image compression. Since the coding of each symbol is only a simple
table lookup process, it is the fastest compression algorithm. In
this section, we first present and analyze the basic algorithm of
the multiple Huffman tables (MHT) scheme. Then, two ways
of enhancing the security of the MHT-encryption scheme are
described.1
1) Basic Algorithm: The input data stream is encoded using
multiple Huffman coding tables. The content of these tables and
the order that they are used are kept secret as the key for decryption. The basic algorithm can be described in the following three
steps.
1The concept of the MHT scheme was introduced in our previous work [26],
[36].
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Fig. 7.

Illustration of the Huffman tree mutation process.

a) Choose
different Huffman coding tables. They are
.
numbered from 0 to
b) Generate a random vector
, where
, and
each is a -bit integer varying from 0 to
equals to
.
c) For the th symbol in the original data stream, use table
to encode it.
It is important to generate the Huffman coding tables such that
the compression ratio will not be affected. One way to achieve
this goal is to generate each Huffman table from a different
set of training images (or audio pieces). Although the resulting
Huffman tables are different from each other, every Huffman
table is equally “good” as long as each training set is a balanced
representation of all images (or audio pieces) in the world. If two
Huffman tables happen to be identical, we can simply pick up
one of them. With this approach, thousands of different Huffman
tables can be obtained. In Step 1 of the algorithm, we may randomly choose tables from the space of all available tables and
published
send the indices as the key. If there is a total of
Huffman coding tables, each index would be -bit long.
In the proposed system, we adopt an easier method to generate Huffman coding tables. Instead of training thousands of
Huffman coding tables, we only train and obtained four different
Huffman tables. Then, thousands of different tables can be derived using a technique called Huffman tree mutation. As shown
in Fig. 7(a), a standard Huffman tree has every left-hand-side
branch labeled “0” and every right-hand-side branch labeled
“1”. If we permute the label-pairs as indicated in Fig. 7, we will
get a new Huffman tree as shown in Fig. 7(b). We call it the
Huffman tree mutation process. Please note that each label-pair
is attached to one inner node. For a Huffman table with entries,
inner nodes and
its Huffman tree would have leaves and
label-pairs, which provides us the opportunity to make
decisions about whether to permute each label-pair. Therefore,
Huffman trees can be derived. In order to produce a new
bit integer,
Huffman tree, we first randomly generate a
then permute the label-pairs in the standard Huffman tree if the
corresponding bit in the integer is zero. It should be noted that
Huffman tree mutation has absolutely no influence on the coding
efficiency in reference to the original Huffman tree.
The MHT algorithm can be illustrated with the following
example. We choose the Huffman coder for JPEG dc coefficients because it has the right size for the demonstration purpose. Fig. 8(a) shows the original Huffman tree used in encoding
JPEG dc coefficients. When JPEG standard was made, this tree
was created using the statistics collected from a set of images,
which is assumed to properly represent all of the images that the
JPEG system will encode. Fig. 8(b)–(d) are three other Huffman
trees that we trained with three independent image sets. The four
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Fig. 8. Original Huffman coding tree for JPEG dc coefficient coding is given
in (a), while three Huffman trees trained from three image sets are shown in (b),
(c), and (d).
TABLE I
COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE STANDARD
HUFFMAN CODING AND THE PROPOSED MHT-SCHEME, WHERE THE SECOND
AND THE THIRD COLUMNS INDICATE THE TOTAL SIZES (IN THE UNIT
OF BITS) OF ENCODED DC COEFFICIENTS

Huffman trees in Fig. 8 are used as basic trees to derive others
through Huffman tree mutation. Since each of these basic trees
different Huffman trees, the total
can be mutated into
, i.e.,
is equal to
number of possible trees is
14. Next, of these possible Huffman trees are actually generated and used in the MHT algorithm as described above. As
shown in Table I, several images from the JPEG2000 evaluation
image set are used to compare the compression performance of
MHT with that of the original Huffman tree. For some images,
the original Huffman tree provides a smaller compressed data
size. However, for some others, the MHT algorithm is better.
The overall compression performance of MHT is approximately
the same as that of the original Huffman coding.
It is possible to replace the original Huffman tree in the standard with other trees and sometimes achieve a smaller compressed data size because “Huffman coding with fixed and predetermined table” is inherently suboptimal in compression performance. The predetermined table is not tailored to the statistics of each image being compressed.
Table II shows the codeword lengths of each symbol encoded
with four basic Huffman trees. The Huffman trees mutated from
a basic tree would have the same codeword lengths as that basic
tree. For example, the second column of Table II desribes the
codeword lengths of any Huffman tree mutated from Tree(a).
As shown in Table II, when all Huffman trees are used alternately, usually there would be more than one possible codeword
length for each symbol. For an attacker who does not know the
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TABLE II
TOTAL NUMBER OF DIFFERENT CODEWORD LENGTHS FOR EACH SYMBOL
WHEN THE FOUR HUFFMAN TREES IN FIG. 8 ARE USED TOGETHER

TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF AES FINALISTS ON A PENTIUM-MMX
MACHINE. THE FIGURES IN THIS TABLE ARE TRANSLATED FROM [37]
BY ASSUMING TWO CPU INSTRUCTIONS ARE EXECUTED IN EVERY
CLOCK CYCLE IN A PENTIUM-MMX CPU

order in which these trees are applied, synchronizing between
the symbol stream and the encoded bit stream would be extremely difficult.
2) Computational Cost: The evaluation of the computational speed of ciphers usually consists of the analysis of the
key-setup cost, the encryption cost and the decryption cost [37].
The encryption and the decryption costs are usually similar,
and they are more important than the key-setup cost because
one single key-setup can often be followed by thousands of
encryption/decryption operations. In the following, we analyze
these costs of our MHT-encryption scheme, and compare them
with those of modern ciphers.
a) Key-Setup cost: The key-setup process includes all the
computation and memory allocation operations prior to actual
encryption of the first bit in the plaintext. The computational
cost of MHT key-setup is dominated by the construction of multiple Huffman tables. Under a rough estimation of 20 operations
, where and
per table entry, the total cost would be
are the table size and the number of selected tables, respectively.
For the example of JPEG dc coefficient encryption as shown
in the previous subsection, the key-setup cost would be around

and
). Compared with the ci2000 operations (
phers listed in Table III, the key-setup cost of MHT-encryption
is much smaller.
b) Encryption/Decryption cost: The net computational
cost of the basic MHT-encryption scheme is less than one
CPU operation per encrypted bit as explained below. When a
symbol is to be encoded with a normal Huffman coder, the shift
amount is added to the base address of the table to obtain the
address of the desired Huffman code. This process is illustrated
in Fig. 9(a). In the basic MHT system, we store the base
addresses of the tables in a cyclic queue according to the order
that they are used. When a symbol is to be encoded/encrypted,
the base address is first loaded from the memory, and then the
shift-amount is added to it. Afterwards, the index to the cyclic
queue of base addresses should be increased by one. Then, the
index should be compared with the end of the queue in order
to decide whether it should be reset to the beginning of the
queue. Therefore, the computational difference between our cipher/encoder and a normal Huffman coder is one memory-load,
one addition and one comparison operation for each symbol
encoded. The encoding process of the proposed cipher/encoder
is shown in Fig. 9(b). Since each symbol in the original data
usually corresponds to more than 3 bits in the Huffman bitstream, the net encryption cost of our algorithm is less than
one CPU operation per encrypted bit, which is around 20 times
smaller than the well-known AES finalists listed in Table III.
Recently, a new cryptographic cipher named COS [38], [39]
with a very fast speed is gaining popularity. It is around 4–5
times faster than AES. Compared to COS, the encryption cost
of MHT is still several times smaller.
3) Cryptanalysis: Attack models are usually classified
into three categories. In each model, every detail of the encryption/decryption algorithm is assumed to be known to
cryptanalysts. The security depends solely on the hidden key.
Ciphertext-Only attack: This is the least favorable situation for a cryptanalyst, where he only has the ciphertext to
work with. Without any knowledge of the plaintext, a cryptanalyst usually analyzes the ciphertext by searching for statistical
similarities between different pieces of ciphertext or some sequences that happen more than others. If the ciphertext is purely
random without statistical irregularities, he would have to resort to the brute-force exhaustive key search attack. We examine
the pseudo-randomness of the ciphertext of the MHT-encryption
scheme using the run-length criterion proposed by Golomb [40]

(1)
where stands for the total number of runs in the sequence, and
is the number of runs of length . A run is defined as a
series of identical symbols (all zeros or all ones) which is preceded and followed by the other symbol. A pseudo-random sequence should be composed of runs whose statistics follow (1),
.
i.e., the probability for a run to have length is equal to
Fig. 10 shows the probability values of different run lengths in
three ciphertext pieces, which are the encrypted DCT dc coefficients of three images from the JPEG2000 evaluation image
set. The solid line represents the statistics of a perfectly random
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Fig. 9. (a) Normal Huffman coder adds the shift amount to the base address of the table to obtain the address of the desired Huffman code. (b) Proposed algorithm
loads the base addresses of Huffman tables from a cyclic queue, and the index to the queue should be increased by one after coding of each symbol.

The strength of resisting exhaustive key search attack relies
on a large key space. As explained earlier, a Huffman coding
different tables.
table with entries could be mutated into
Therefore, the 4 Huffman tables that are trained could produce
Huffman coding tables, from which are chosen in
the first step of our algorithm. The number of different ways to
. Since the size of vector is equal
make this choice is
to , there would be
different orders to use the Huffman
coding tables. As a result, the size of the key space is
(2)
A practical Huffman coding table usually has more than 10
different Huffman
entries, which could mutate into at least
trees. When is set to 8 and is set to 128, the resulting size
of key space would at least be
(3)

Fig. 10. Probability of different run lengths in the ciphertext of DCT dc
coefficients of the (a) AERIAL2, (b) CMPND2, and (c) WOMAN image in
the JPEG2000 evaluation image set. The circle mark stands for the result of
MHT-encryption, and the cross mark represents the result of Huffman coding
with a single coding tree.

sequence [i.e., the formula in (1)]. The probability values of the
ciphertext under MHT-encryption, which are shown as circle
marks, are very close to the ideal line in all test images. In contrast, the results of Huffman coding using only one coding table,
as shown with cross marks, often deviate from the ideal line.

It is practically impossible to perform brute-force search in a
key-space of this size.
c) Known-Plaintext attack: In this attack model, the
cryptanalyst has a string of symbols in the original data and the
corresponding encoded/encrypted bitstream. The original data
could be obtained by inside-information or even by guessing. It
is sometimes easy to make a correct guess. For example, most
home video starts with the standard copyright warning screen.
Their goal is to find out which Huffman tables we have
chosen and in what order they are used. First, they have to
decide which bits in the bitstream correspond to which symbols
in the original data. Since a symbol encoded with different
Huffman tables would produce codewords with slightly different lengths, synchronization between plaintext and ciphertext
is extremely difficult. For example, if each symbol has at least
two possible Huffman codeword lengths, there would be more
possible ways to synchronize
symbols with the
than
encoded/encrypted bitstream. Even in the case where each
Huffman table has only about ten entries, at least a few hundred
symbols need to be synchronized in order to reconstruct these
Huffman tables and the ordering sequence. It is practically
impossible to exhaustively try each synchronization pattern.
In the case where the cryptanalyst somehow found out the
total number of bits in the ciphertext that corresponds to the
symbols, the possible number of synchronization patterns would
decrease because not all codeword length combinations would
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result in the correct ciphertext length. In the following, we examine how many different ways of synchronization are left in
this situation.
Let us assume that each symbol has two possible Huffman
, and
symbols are known to
codeword lengths, and
bits in the ciphertext, where is in the
map to
range from 0 to . Then, of the symbols will map to their
longer codeword length, and the rest will map to their shorter
codeword length. Thus, the number of possible ways of syn, which could be quite small when or is
chronization is
close to zero. However, the probability for this to happen is very
small because it would require that all symbols be simultaneously mapped to their shorter (or longer) length. In most cases,
will be close to
, therefore making
a very big number.
For example, if equals 100 and is
could be

(4)
,
The probability for to be larger than 25 is less than
which is small enough to ignore. Therefore, the total number of
to
synchronization patterns in this example decreases from
in the worst case. The search space is reduced but still
large enough to prevent exhaustive trial attack.
d) Chosen-Plaintext attack: This situation is the most favorable to cryptanalysts. They could choose the plaintext and
obtain the corresponding ciphertext. The goal is to obtain the
secret key in order to decrypt the ciphertext to be encountered
in the future. Our algorithm as described above is vulnerable
to chosen-plaintext attack, especially when the attacker has the
ability to insert one single symbol into the cipher and observe
the corresponding output codeword. In this case, the attacker
would have no synchronization problem at all. He could accumulate the symbol-codeword pairs and reconstruct the Huffman
tables piece by piece.
In order to make synchronization more difficult, the proposed
cipher should receive symbols as a whole chunk and output the
corresponding codewords all together. The chunk size should be
relatively prime to the size of vector . To increase security, the
chunk size should be as big as possible, but this will increase
the coding delay. In the analysis of chosen-plaintext attacks, the
attacker is usually assumed to have the power to reset the cipher
as many times as wanted. With this ability, the attacker could
perform differential analysis. For example, the MHT algorithm
for JPEG dc coefficients as shown in Fig. 8 and Table II could
be used to illustrate this process. The attacker could encrypt the
following two symbol chunks:

These two symbol chunks only differ by one symbol. The cipher
is reset before encrypting each chunk, and the encoded bitstream

, by exsizes are recorded as and , respectively. If
amining the first two rows of Table II, the attacker would know
that a tree mutated from Tree(a) must be the one used to encode
the first symbol after the cipher is reset, and therefore, the first
symbol in the first symbol chunk correponds to 2 bits of data in
, the attacker would know
the ciphertext. Similarly, if
that the first symbol in the first symbol chunk is encoded into
1 bit of output data. The attacker could repeat this process for
each symbol and each position in order to get synchronization
between the plaintext and the ciphtertext.
The security analysis of the basic MHT-encryption scheme
can be summarized as follows.
• The proposed scheme is resistant to ciphertext-only exhaustive key search attack due to a very large key space.
• Its resistance to known-plaintext attacks is based on the
principle that synchronization between the plaintext and
the ciphertext is extremely difficult to the attacker.
• The basic MHT-encryption scheme is vulnerable to
chosen-plaintext attack if the attacker could reset the
cipher many times, encrypt a large amount of chunks of
chosen-plaintext and compare the resulting ciphertext.
4) Security Enhancement: Based on the cryptanalysis given
above, we present two methods to enhance the security of the
basic MHT scheme against known-plaintext and chosen-plaintext attacks. It is set as our design goal that the computational
cost of the enhancement portion should be lower than that of the
basic MHT-encryption algorithm.
a) Selective random bit insertion in the encrypted bitstream: As described earlier, MHT-encryption is secure
against known-plaintext attack since it is difficult for the
attacker to synchronize the plaintext with the ciphertext. In
order to further increase the difficulty associated with synchronization, random bits can be inserted into the encrypted
bitstream according to a secret key. The insertion algorithm is
implemented as follows.
, where
1) Generate a random vector
each is a 1-bit integer.
2) Perform function on the
th bit in the encrypted
bitstream, as shown in (5), at the bottom of the page,
.
where is a constant and
This insertion method slightly increases the size of the ciphertext. The value of should be larger than 50 so that the
ciphertext size-increase would be less than 1%. The computational cost of this method is low because bit-insertion is only
performed once in every bits.
b) Divide the plaintext into segments and use a different
key for each segment: The stream cipher is integrated into
our system using this method. A standard stream cipher uses
a keystream generator to produce a pseudo-random binary
sequence which has the same length as the plaintext. The
ciphertext is generated by performing bit-wise XOR operation
between the keystream and the plaintext. In order to ensure

(5)
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE BETWEEN THE QM CODER
AND THE PROPOSED MSI-SCHEME, WHERE THE SECOND AND THE
THIRD COLUMNS ARE THE TOTAL SIZE (IN THE UNIT OF BITS) OF
ENCODED DC COEFFICIENTS

Fig. 11. (a) Structure of a standard stream cipher and (b) an encryption system
combining a stream cipher with the MHT-encryption algorithm.

security, it is important that the same keystream is never used
more than once [41]. The main computational load of stream
ciphers is located in the keystream generator. It is very popular
to use block ciphers such as AES to implement the keystream
generator. Therefore, the computational cost of stream ciphers
is approximately the same as that of block ciphers.
In order to greatly reduce the computation needed in the
keystream generator, we divide the keystream and the plaintext
into segments of sizes of bits and bits, respectively. Instead
of letting equal to as in normal stream ciphers, we make
at least 50 times larger than . As shown in Fig. 11(b), each
segment of plaintext is enciphered using MHT-encryption,
and the corresponding segment in the keystream is used as the
segment key.
This scheme is mainly designed to solve the chosen-plaintext
attack problem in MHT-encryption. As described earlier, the attacker could figure out the key for MHT-encryption by feeding
many different chunks of attacker-selected data to the MHTcipher. However, under this enhanced scheme, when enough
plaintext is used to solve the segment key, the segment has ended
and different segment keys are used in subsequent segments.
Therefore, the segment keys obtained by the attacker cannot be
used to decrypt the ciphertext to be encountered in the future.
Because bits of the keystream is used to encrypt bits of the
plaintext, the computational cost of this enhancement method is
(6)
where
is the computational cost of a typical stream cipher.
lower than the cost of the basic MHTIn order to make
encryption scheme, which is about one CPU operation per bit
encrypted, the segment size should be determined as

(7)
C. Secure QM Coder With Multiple State Indices
The QM coder is an adaptive arithmetic coder that encodes
binary symbol streams using a very low cost probability estimation scheme. Unlike Huffman coding with a fixed and predefined Huffman tree, the QM coder dynamically adjusts the

underlying statistical model to a sequence of received binary
symbols. The probability of binary symbols is updated via table
look-up so that the cost is very low. The QM coder is used in
compression systems such as JPEG and JPEG2000. In this section, we propose a method to add the encryption capability to
the QM coder without affecting its compression performance or
computational cost much.
In the original probability estimation machine of the QM
coder, the state index is initialized to 0, which means symbols
“0” and “1” are equally probable. Since there are only 113 possible values for this index, initializing it to a secret value provides no security. Therefore, we employ four indices, which are
set to hidden initial values and used alternately in a secret order
to encode the input bitstream. The method for implementing encryption with multiple state indices (MSI) in the QM coder is
called the MSI-coder. It consists of the following steps.
1) Generate
a
random
key
, where
is a 4-bit integer and and are 2-bit integers.
to
2) Initialize the four state indices
.
3) To encode the th bit in the input bitstream, we use index
to determine the probability estimation
.
is called the active index.
4) If the state update is required after encoding the th bit in
the input stream, all state indices except for
are
updated.
Step 4 in the above procedure is employed to prevent four
indices from synchronizing into the same values. Without step
4, if and happen to be equal at some time, they will always
remain equal after that point. If this happens, the number of
different state indices would be reduced, and the security of the
scheme is compromised. In the extreme case, where a very long
run of 0’s or 1’s is inserted to the coder, all four state indices
would become the same (equal to 112) and the MSI-coder is
reduced to an ordinary QM coder. This “flooding attack” is also
mentioned in previous work [30], [33] of integrating encryption
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with adaptive arithmetic coding with higher-order models as an
effective attack method. The inclusion of Step 4 ensures that
state indices will become different even if they are the same at
some time point.
The computational cost in the algorithm for encryption is
mainly contributed by Steps 3 and 4. Changing the active index
in Step 3 costs about two CPU cycles. In Step 4, three indices are
updated while the standard QM coder only requires one update.
The two additional updates cost about two CPU cycles each so
that the total computational cost is around six CPU cycles per bit
encrypted. Another important issue is how the compression performance is effected by the MSI-coder. As shown in Table IV,
the encoded data size of the MSI-coder is only 0.82%–4.16%
larger than the original QM coder.
Finally, the security of MSI-coder can also be enhanced using
the same methods adopted to enhance MHT-encryption in Section IV-B.4. The increase in the computational cost caused by
these enhancement methods is small.
V. CONCLUSION
Two approaches for integrating encryption with multimedia
compression at a low computational cost were proposed in this
paper. First, we discussed the benefits and limitations of selective encryption, and presented two examples of effective selective encryption schemes. We also conducted cryptanalysis for
the JPEG/MPEG sign-bit encryption scheme and derived two
rules for judging whether a multimedia compression system is
suitable for selective encryption or not. Second, for multimedia
compression schemes that adopt the entropy coding at the final
stage, we proposed a novel framework for fast encryption by
modifying the entropy coder. Multiple statistical models were
used alternately in a secret order to encode the input symbol
stream. Two specific encryption methods were given. One is
based on multiple Huffman coding tables to implement a secure Huffman coder while the other adopts multiple state indices to realize the secure QM coder. Two ways of security enhancement were discussed, and it was shown that security could
be achieved without sacrificing the compression performance or
the processing speed.
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